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Impossibility of convergence of a confluent Heun function on the
boundary of the disc of convergence
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Abstract
The confluent Heun equation is one of 4 confluent forms of Heun’s differential equation
in which is the Fuchsian equation of second order with four regular singularities. A confluent
Heun function is applicable to diverse areas such as theory of rotating/non-rotating black hole,
the gauge theories on thick brane words, Schro¨dinger equation for hydrogen molecule ion in
Stark effect and etc. The confluent Heun function consists of the three term recurrence relation
in its power series, and we show that the function is divergent on the boundary of the disc of
convergence.
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1. Introduction
In 1889, Karl L. W. Heun suggested the Fuchsian equation of second order with four regular
singularities such as
d2y
dx2
+
(
γ
x
+
δ
x − 1 +
ε
x − a
)
dy
dx
+
αβx − q
x(x − 1)(x − a)y = 0
with the condition ε = α + β − γ − δ + 1 and a , 0 [8, 9]. Currently, its equation is called
as the Heun equation and its equation has the four kinds of confluent forms such as confluent
Heun, doubly confluent Heun, biconfluent Heun and triconfluent Heun equations. We can derive
these confluent forms from the Heun equation by combining two or more regular singularities to
take form an irregular singularity: Its process is similar to deriving of confluent hypergeometric
equation from the hypergeometric equation.
The non-symmetrical canonical form of the Confluent Heun Equation is taken as [5, 6, 9]
d2y
dx2
+
(
β +
γ
x
+
δ
x − 1
)
dy
dx
+
αβx − q
x(x − 1)y = 0 (1.1)
(1.1) has three singular points: two regular singular points which are 0 and 1 with exponents
{0, 1− γ} and {0, 1− δ}, and one irregular singular point which is∞ with an exponent α. If β = 0,
(1.1) is the hypergeometric equation well known to us. In this paper, we assume β , 0.
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Assume that y(x) has a series expansion of the form
y(x) =
∞∑
n=0
dnx
n+λ (1.2)
where λ is an indicial root. Plug (1.2) into (1.1):
dn+1 = An dn + Bn dn−1 ; n ≥ 1 (1.3)
with 
An =
n2 + (2λ − β + γ + δ − 1)n + λ(λ − β + γ + δ − 1) − q
n2 + (2λ + 1 + γ)n + (λ + 1)(λ + γ)
Bn = β
n + λ + α − 1
n2 + (2λ + 1 + γ)n + (λ + 1)(λ + γ)
d1 = A0 d0
(1.4)
We have two indicial roots which are λ = 0 and 1 − γ. And a confluent Heun function of (1.1)
around x = 0 is absolutely convergent where |x| < 1.
One of well-known examples of the 2-term recurrence relation in a power series is a hyper-
geometric function. And its domain is given by
D :=
{
x ∈ C
∣∣∣ lim
n→∞
∣∣∣∣∣ (n + a)(n + b)(n + c)(n + 1) x
∣∣∣∣∣ = |x| < 1
}
where a, b, c ∈ C.
In 1812 Carl Friedrich Gauss published a definitive test that determines convergence for a
hypergeometric series at |x| = 1, and its series is absolute convergent as R(c) > R(a + b) [1, 7].
But it has not been known which value coefficients for the 3-term recursive relation in a power
series on the boundary of the disc of convergence make the series as absolute convergent. To
put it another way, what condition of coefficients makes a series as absolutely convergent at
|limn→∞ Anx| = |x| = 1 where |limn→∞ Bn| = 0 for a confluent Heun function? In this paper, we
show why the function is not convergent on the boundary of the disc of convergence.
2. Result
From a methodological point of view of the demonstration, the nature of a confluent Heun
function is studied by utilizing Gauss’ test in a similar way as Gauss studied a hypergeometric
series on the boundary of the disc of convergence.
Theorem 1. Let y(x) = xλ
(
d0 + d1x + d2x
2 + d3x
3 + · · ·
)
, di , 0, be a power series (including
a confluent Heun function) which consists of the 3-term recurrence relation. We assume that the
polynomials in the numerator and denominator of An have the same degree, and the degree of
polynomials in the numerator of Bn is smaller than the degree of polynomials in the denominator
of it:
dn+1 = An dn + Bn dn−1 ; n ≥ 1 (2.1)
An =
Ctn
t + Ct−1nt−1 + · · · + C0
ctnt + ct−1nt−1 + · · · + c0
= A
nt + Ωt−1nt−1 + · · · + Ω0
nt + ωt−1nt−1 + · · · + ω0
Bn =
Gt−1nt−1 +Gt−2nt−2 + · · · +G0
gtnt + gt−1nt−1 + · · · + g0
= B
nt−1 + Θt−2nt−2 + · · · + Θ0
nt + θt−1nt−1 + · · · + θ0
d1 =
C0
c0
d0 = A
Ω0
ω0
d0
2
where neither Ct nor ct is zero and neither Gt−1 nor gt is zero with Ω j = C j/Ct, ω j = c j/ct,
Θ j = G j/Gt−1 and θ j = g j/gt. Also, we denote A = Ct/ct and B = Gt−1/gt.
The domain of absolute convergence of y(x) is given by [3]
D :=
{
x ∈ C
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ limn→∞ Anx
∣∣∣∣∣ +
∣∣∣∣∣ limn→∞ Bnx2
∣∣∣∣∣ = |Ax| < 1
}
If |Ax| = 1, then the series cannot converges.
Proof. 1. The case of Ωt−1 < ωt−1
We define
∣∣∣An∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
nt + Ωt−1nt−1 + · · · + Ω0
nt + ωt−1nt−1 + · · · + ω0
∣∣∣∣∣∣ and
∣∣∣Bn∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
nt−1 + Θt−2nt−2 + · · · + Θ0
nt + θt−1nt−1 + · · · + θ0
∣∣∣∣∣∣
We sayW(n) = nt + Ωt−1nt−1 + · · · + Ω0 and w(n) = nt + ωt−1nt−1 + · · · + ω0.
For a large n, determining the sign of the polynomial is the leading coefficient. After passing
the rightmost root of a polynomial, a polynomial takes only positive values if the coefficient of
the coefficient of the highest power of n is positive [2]. Once n is larger than the largest root of
W(n) or w(n), then ∣∣∣An∣∣∣ = W(n)
w(n)
If Ωt−1 < ωt−1, then we can find a positive integer h such that ωt−1 − Ωt−1 − h < 0. Then, for a
large value of n, we know
n
n − h
∣∣∣An∣∣∣ = nt+1 + Ωt−1nt + · · ·
nt+1 + (ωt−1 − h) nt + · · ·
> 1
because of ωt−1 − h < Ωt−1. So we have
∣∣∣An∣∣∣ > 1 − h
n
Given error bound 0 < ǫ ≪ 1 and a positive integer N, n ≥ N implies that
∣∣∣An∣∣∣ > 1 − h
n
> 1 − ǫ (2.2)
For a large value of n, ∣∣∣Bn∣∣∣ ∼ 1
n
Then, we arrive at ∣∣∣Bn∣∣∣ > 1
n + h0
(2.3)
for a large n and some positive integer h0.
We express i = N + i and iˆ = N + 1 + i where i ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · }. For n = N,N + 1,N + 2, · · · in
succession, take the modulus of the general term of dn+1 in (2.1)
|dN+ j| = |c j||dN | + |cˆ j−1||B0||dN−1| (2.4)
3
where j ∈ {1, 2, 3, · · · }, and we define |c0| = |cˆ0| = 1.
In (2.4) is |cn| is the sequence of the 3-term recurrence relation such as
|cn+1| = |An| |cn| + |Bn| |cn−1|, n ≥ 1 (2.5)
where |c1| =
∣∣∣A0
∣∣∣.
Similarly, |cˆn| is the sequence of the 3-term recurrence relation such as
|cˆn+1| = |Anˆ| |cˆn| + |Bnˆ| |cˆn−1|, n ≥ 1 (2.6)
where |cˆ1| =
∣∣∣A0ˆ∣∣∣.
According to (2.4), then the series of absolute values, 1 + |d1||x| + |d2||x|2 + |d3||x|3 + · · · , is
dominated by the convergent series
N−1∑
n=0
|dn||x|n + |dN ||x|N +
(
c1||dN | + |B0||dN−1|
)
|x|N+1 +
(
c2||dN | + |cˆ1||B0||dN−1|
)
|x|N+2
+
(
c3||dN | + |cˆ2||B0||dN−1|
)
|x|N+3 +
(
c4||dN | + |cˆ3||B0||dN−1|
)
|x|N+4 + · · ·
=
N−1∑
n=0
|dn||x|n + |dN ||x|N
∞∑
i=0
|ci| |x|i + |B0||dN−1||x|N+1
∞∑
i=0
|cˆi| |x|i (2.7)
By rearranging coefficients |An| and |Bn| in each sequence |cn| in (2.5),
∞∑
i=0
|ci| |x|i =
∣∣∣y0(z)∣∣∣ + ∣∣∣y1(z)∣∣∣ η +
∞∑
τ=2
∣∣∣yτ(z)∣∣∣ ητ (2.8)
where
∣∣∣y0(z)∣∣∣ =
∞∑
i0=0
i0−1∏
i1=0
∣∣∣Ai1+N ∣∣∣ zi0
∣∣∣y1(z)∣∣∣ =
∞∑
i0=0
∣∣∣Bi0+1+N ∣∣∣
i0−1∏
i1=0
∣∣∣Ai1+N ∣∣∣
∞∑
i2=i0
i2−1∏
i3=i0
∣∣∣Ai3+2+N ∣∣∣ zi2
∣∣∣yτ(z)∣∣∣ =
∞∑
i0=0
∣∣∣Bi0+1+N ∣∣∣
i0−1∏
i1=0
∣∣∣Ai1+N ∣∣∣
τ−1∏
k=1
( ∞∑
i2k=i2(k−1)
∣∣∣Bi2k+2k+1+N ∣∣∣
i2k−1∏
i2k+1=i2(k−1)
∣∣∣Ai2k+1+2k+N ∣∣∣
)
×
∞∑
i2τ=i2(τ−1)
i2τ−1∏
i2τ+1=i2(τ−1)
∣∣∣Ai2τ+1+2τ+N ∣∣∣ zi2τ (2.9)
and 
η = |B||x|2
z = |A||x|
The sequence |cn| combines into combinations of |An| and |Bn| terms in (2.5): (2.8) is done by
letting |Bn| in the sequence |cn| is the leading term in a series
∑∞
i=0 |ci| |x|i; we observe the term of
sequence |cn| which includes zero term of |Bn|′ s for a sub-power series
∣∣∣y0(z)∣∣∣, one term of |Bn|′ s
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for the sub-power series
∣∣∣y1(z)∣∣∣, two terms of |Bn|′ s for a ∣∣∣y2(z)∣∣∣, three terms of |Bn|′ s for a ∣∣∣y3(z)∣∣∣,
etc.
Similarly, by rearranging coefficients |Anˆ| and |Bnˆ| in each sequence |cˆn| in (2.6),
∞∑
i=0
|cˆi| |x|i = |yˆ0(z)| + |yˆ1(z)| η +
∞∑
τ=2
|yˆτ(z)| ητ (2.10)
here, |yˆk(z)| where k ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · } is given by replacing an index N with N + 1 in (2.9).
The asymptotic of the Pochhammer symbol (a)n as n→ ∞ is given by
(a)n ∼
√
2π
Γ(a)
e−nnn+a−1/2 (1 + O(1/n))
and
(a)n
(b)n
∼ Γ(b)
Γ(a)
na−b (1 + O(1/n)) , n → ∞
then, we can say
(N + 2(r + 1) − h + i2r)i2(r+1)
(N + 2(r + 1) + i2r)i2(r+1)
>
Γ (N + 2(r + 1) + i2r)
2Γ (N + 2(r + 1) − h + i2r)
1
ih
2(r+1)
(2.11)
where i2(r+1) ≥ m, here N and h are some positive integers, r ∈ {1, 2, 3, · · · } and N − h > 0.
We know z = 1 and η = |B|/|A|2 on the boundary of the disc of convergence in (2.8). Putting
(2.2) and (2.3) at η2
∣∣∣y2(z)∣∣∣ in (2.9) where z = 1 and η = |B|/|A|2, we arrive at the following
inequality such as
η2
∣∣∣y2(z)∣∣∣ > η2
∞∑
i0=0
(1 − ǫ)i0
i0 + 1 + h0 + N
∞∑
i2=i0
(1 − ǫ)i2−i0
i2 + 3 + h0 + N
∞∑
i4=i2
(4 + N − h + i2)i4−i2
(4 + N + i2)i4−i2
> η2
∞∑
i0=m
1
i0 + 1 + h0 + N
∞∑
i2=i0
(1 − ǫ)i2
i2 + 3 + h0 + N
∞∑
i4=i2
(4 + N − h + i2)i4
(4 + N + i2)i4
(2.12)
Put r = 1 in (2.11) and take the new (2.11) into (2.12)
η2
∣∣∣y2(z)∣∣∣ > η
2
2
∞∑
i0=m
1
i0 + 1 + h0 + N
∞∑
i2=i0
Γ (4 + N − h + i2)
Γ (4 + N + i2)
(1 − ǫ)i2
i2 + 3 + h0 + N
∞∑
i4=i2
1
ih
4
=
η2
2
∞∑
i0=m
1
i0 + 1 + h0 + N
∞∑
i2=m
Γ (4 + N − h + i2)
Γ (4 + N + i2)
(1 − ǫ)i2
i2 + 3 + h0 + N
∞∑
i4=m
1
ih
4
− · · ·
=
(1 − ǫ)mη2
2
Γ (N + m + 4)
(N + m + 3 + h0)Γ (N + m + 4 − h)
×3F2
[
1, N+m+4, N+m+3+h0
N+m+4−h, N+m+4+h0
; 1−ǫ
] ∞∑
j=m
1
N+1+ j+h0
∞∑
k=m
1
kh
− · · · (2.13)
Putting (2.2) and (2.3) at η3
∣∣∣y3(z)∣∣∣ in (2.9) where z = 1 and η = |B|/|A|2, the inequality ensues
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such as
η3
∣∣∣y3(z)∣∣∣ > η3
∞∑
i0=0
(1 − ǫ)i0
i0+1+h0+N
∞∑
i2=i0
(1 − ǫ)i2−i0
i2+3+h0+N
∞∑
i4=i2
(1 − ǫ)i4−i2
i4+5+h0+N
∞∑
i6=i4
(6+N−h+i4)i6−i4
(6+N+i4)i6−i4
> η3
∞∑
i0=m
1
i0+1+h0+N
∞∑
i2=i0
1
i2+3+h0+N
∞∑
i4=i2
(1 − ǫ)i4
i4+5+h0+N
∞∑
i6=i4
(6+N−h+i4)i6
(6+N+i4)i6
(2.14)
Put r = 2 in (2.11) and take the new (2.11) into (2.14)
η3
∣∣∣y3(z)∣∣∣ > η
3
2
∞∑
i0=m
1
i0+1+h0+N
∞∑
i2=i0
1
i2+3+h0+N
∞∑
i4=i2
Γ (6+N+i4)
Γ (6+N−h+i4)
(1 − ǫ)i4
i4+5+h0+N
∞∑
i6=i4
1
ih
6
=
η3
2
∞∑
i0=m
1
i0+1+h0+N
∞∑
i2=m
1
i2+3+h0+N
∞∑
i4=m
Γ (6+N+i4)
Γ (6+N−h+i4)
(1 − ǫ)i4
i4+5+h0+N
∞∑
i6=m
1
ih
6
− · · ·
=
(1 − ǫ)mη3
2
Γ (N + m + 6)
(N + m + 5 + h0)Γ (N + m + 6 − h)
×3F2
[
1, N+m+6, N+m+5+h0
N+m+6−h,N+m+6+h0
; 1−ǫ
] 1∏
l=0

∞∑
j=m
1
N+2l+1+ j+h0

∞∑
k=m
1
kh
− · · · (2.15)
Putting (2.2) and (2.3) at η4
∣∣∣y4(z)∣∣∣ in (2.9) where z = 1 and η = |B|/|A|2, the inequality is followed
as
η4
∣∣∣y4(z)∣∣∣ > η4
∞∑
i0=0
(1 − ǫ)i0
i0+1+h0+N
∞∑
i2=i0
(1 − ǫ)i2−i0
i2+3+h0+N
∞∑
i4=i2
(1 − ǫ)i4−i2
i4+5+h0+N
×
∞∑
i6=i4
(1 − ǫ)i6−i4
i6+7+h0+N
∞∑
i8=i6
(8+N−h+i6)i8−i6
(8+N+i6)i8−i6
> η4
∞∑
i0=m
1
i0+1+h0+N
∞∑
i2=i0
1
i2+3+h0+N
∞∑
i4=i2
1
i4+5+h0+N
×
∞∑
i6=i4
(1 − ǫ)i6
i6+7+h0+N
∞∑
i8=i6
(8+N−h+i6)i8
(8+N+i6)i8
(2.16)
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Put r = 3 in (2.11) and take the new (2.11) into (2.16)
η4
∣∣∣y4(z)∣∣∣ > η
4
2
∞∑
i0=m
1
i0+1+h0+N
∞∑
i2=i0
1
i2+3+h0+N
∞∑
i4=i2
1
i4+5+h0+N
×
∞∑
i6=i4
Γ (8+N+i6)
Γ (8+N−h+i6)
(1 − ǫ)i6
i6+7+h0+N
∞∑
i8=i6
1
ih
8
=
η4
2
∞∑
i0=m
1
i0+1+h0+N
∞∑
i2=m
1
i2+3+h0+N
∞∑
i4=m
1
i4+5+h0+N
×
∞∑
i6=m
Γ (8+N+i6)
Γ (8+N−h+i6)
(1 − ǫ)i6
i6+7+h0+N
∞∑
i8=m
1
ih
8
− · · ·
=
(1 − ǫ)mη4
2
Γ (N + m + 8)
(N + m + 7 + h0)Γ (N + m + 8 − h)
×3F2
[
1, N+m+8, N+m+7+h0
N+m+8−h,N+m+8+h0
; 1−ǫ
] 2∏
l=0

∞∑
j=m
1
N+2l+1+ j+h0

∞∑
k=m
1
kh
− · · · (2.17)
By mathematical induction, we repeat this process and construct inequalities of every ητ
∣∣∣yτ(z)∣∣∣
terms where τ ≥ 5. Substitute (2.13), (2.15), (2.17) and including inequalities of all ητ
∣∣∣yτ(z)∣∣∣
terms where τ ≥ 5 into (2.8)
∞∑
i=0
|ci| |x|i > (1 − ǫ)
m
2
∞∑
p=1
Γ (N+m+2p+2)ηp+1
(N+m+2p+1+h0)Γ (N+m+2p+2−h)
×3F2
[
1, N+m+2p+2, N+m+2p+1+h0
N+m+2p+2−h,N+m+2p+2+h0
; 1−ǫ
] p−1∏
l=0

∞∑
j=m
1
N+2l+1+ j+h0

∞∑
k=m
1
kh
− · · ·
>
(1 − K)(1 − ǫ)m
2
∞∑
p=1
Γ (N+m+2p+2)ηp+1
(N+m+2p+1+h0)Γ (N+m+2p+2−h)
×3F2
[
1, N+m+2p+2, N+m+2p+1+h0
N+m+2p+2−h,N+m+2p+2+h0
; 1−ǫ
] p−1∏
l=0

∞∑
j=m
1
N+2l+1+ j+h0

∞∑
k=m
1
kh
>
(1−K)(1−ǫ)m
2
∞∑
p=1
Γ (N+m+2p+2)ηp+1
(N+m+2p+1+h0)Γ (N+m+2p+2−h)
×
p−1∏
l=0

∞∑
j=m
1
N+2l+1+ j+h0

∞∑
k=m
1
kh
(2.18)
where 0 < K < 1 and η = |B|/|A|2. We know∑∞k=m 1kh < ∞ but a harmonic series∑∞j=m 1N+2l+1+ j+h0 >
∞. So, ∑∞i=0 |ci| |x|i > ∞. Similarly, an inequality of ∑∞i=0 |cˆi| |x|i is constructed by replacing N
with N + 1 in (2.18). So,
∑∞
i=0 |cˆi| |x|i > ∞. Therefore, (2.7) is divergent if Ωt−1 < ωt−1.
2. The case of Ωt−1 ≥ ωt−1
If Ωt−1 ≥ ωt−1, ∣∣∣An∣∣∣ > 1 − h1
n
> 1 − ǫ (2.19)
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for some positive integer h1 with given positive error bound ǫ where n ≥ N. The rigorous proof
of (2.19) is available in Ref.[4]. (2.2) and (2.19) are in the same form of inequality. We know
that (2.11) is also satisfied with h1. So, inequality of
∑∞
i=0 |ci| |x|i is same as (2.18) by replacing h
with h1 where N − h1 > 0. So,
∑∞
i=0 |ci| |x|i > ∞ Similarly,
∑∞
i=0 |cˆi| |x|i > ∞. Therefore, (2.7) is
divergent if Ωt−1 ≥ ωt−1.
Eventually, we conclude that a confluent Heun function does not converge on the boundary
of the disc of convergence. 
Theorem 2. Let y(x) = xλ
(
d0 + d1x + d2x
2 + d3x
3 + · · ·
)
, di , 0, be a power series which con-
sists of the 3-term recurrence relation. We assume that the polynomials in the numerator and
denominator of Bn have the same degree, and the degree of polynomials in the numerator of An
is smaller than the degree of polynomials in the denominator of it:
dn+1 = An dn + Bn dn−1 ; n ≥ 1 (2.20)

An =
Ct−1nt−1 +Ct−2nt−2 + · · · +C0
ctnt + ct−1nt−1 + · · · + c0
= A
nt−1 + Ωt−2nt−2 + · · · + Ω0
nt + ωt−1nt−1 + · · · + ω0
Bn =
Gtn
t +Gt−1nt−1 + · · · +G0
gtnt + gt−1nt−1 + · · · + g0
= B
nt + Θt−1nt−1 + · · · + Θ0
nt + θt−1nt−1 + · · · + θ0
d1 =
C0
c0
d0 = A
Ω0
ω0
d0
where neither Ct−1 nor ct is zero and neither Gt nor gt is zero with Ω j = C j/Ct−1, ω j = c j/ct,
Θ j = G j/Gt and θ j = g j/gt. Also, we denote A = Ct−1/ct and B = Gt/gt.
The domain of absolute convergence of y(x) is given by [3]
D :=
{
x ∈ C
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ limn→∞ Anx
∣∣∣∣∣ +
∣∣∣∣∣ limn→∞ Bnx2
∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣Bx2∣∣∣ < 1
}
If
∣∣∣Bx2∣∣∣ = 1, then the series cannot converges.
Proof. 1. The case of Θt−1 < θt−1
We define
∣∣∣An∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
nt−1 + Ωt−2nt−2 + · · · + Ω0
nt + ωt−1nt−1 + · · · + ω0
∣∣∣∣∣∣ and
∣∣∣Bn∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
nt + Θt−1nt−1 + · · · + Θ0
nt + θt−1nt−1 + · · · + θ0
∣∣∣∣∣∣
If θt−1 − Θt−1 − h2 < 0 with a positive integer h2 and given positive error bound ǫ,
∣∣∣Bn∣∣∣ > 1 − h2
n
> 1 − ǫ (2.21)
where n ≥ N.
And we say ∣∣∣An∣∣∣ > 1
n + h3
(2.22)
for a large n and some positive integer h3.
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(2.9) can described differently such as
∣∣∣y0(z)∣∣∣ =
∞∑
i0=0
i0−1∏
i1=0
∣∣∣B2i1+1+N ∣∣∣ zi0
∣∣∣y1(z)∣∣∣ =
∞∑
i0=0
∣∣∣A2i0+N ∣∣∣
i0−1∏
i1=0
∣∣∣B2i1+1+N ∣∣∣
∞∑
i2=i0
i2−1∏
i3=i0
∣∣∣B2i3+2+N ∣∣∣ zi2
∣∣∣yτ(z)∣∣∣ =
∞∑
i0=0
∣∣∣A2i0+N ∣∣∣
i0−1∏
i1=0
∣∣∣B2i1+1+N ∣∣∣
τ−1∏
k=1

∞∑
i2k=i2(k−1)
∣∣∣A2i2k+k+N ∣∣∣
i2k−1∏
i2k+1=i2(k−1)
∣∣∣B2i2k+1+k+1+N ∣∣∣

×
∞∑
i2τ=i2(τ−1)
i2τ−1∏
i2τ+1=i2(τ−1)
∣∣∣B2i2τ+1+τ+1+N ∣∣∣ zi2τ (2.23)
and 
η = |A||x|
z = |B||x|2
(2.23) is done by letting |An| in the sequence |cn| is the leading term in a series
∑∞
i=0 |ci| |x|i; we
observe the term of sequence |cn|which includes zero term of |An|′ s for a sub-power series
∣∣∣y0(z)∣∣∣,
one term of |An|′ s for the sub-power series
∣∣∣y1(z)∣∣∣, two terms of |An|′ s for a ∣∣∣y2(z)∣∣∣, three terms of
|An|′ s for a
∣∣∣y3(z)∣∣∣, etc.
In the same way that we prove Thm.1, as we put (2.21) and (2.22) in ητ
∣∣∣yτ(z)∣∣∣ where z = 1
and η = |A|/√|B| at (2.23), harmonic series start to appear. So, ∑∞i=0 |ci| |x|i,∑∞i=0 |cˆi| |x|i > ∞.
Therefore, (2.7) is divergent if Θt−1 < θt−1.
2. The case of Θt−1 ≥ θt−1
If Θt−1 ≥ θt−1, ∣∣∣Bn∣∣∣ > 1 − h4
n
> 1 − ǫ (2.24)
for some positive integer h4 with given positive error bound ǫ where n ≥ N.
By substituting (2.24) and (2.22) into ητ
∣∣∣yτ(z)∣∣∣ where z = 1 and η = |A|/√|B| at (2.23),
harmonic series are also shown. Then,
∑∞
i=0 |ci| |x|i,
∑∞
i=0 |cˆi| |x|i > ∞. Again, (2.7) is divergent if
Θt−1 ≥ θt−1. 
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